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Impressionist Alistair
McGowan took a trip of a
liftetime to help rhinos in
Kenya - but not without
scaring himself witless

iiThe u~uany quiet and private
Alistair McCowan has no
doubt we'll know more about
him after watching his latest
project. 'You'll see another

side to my character - my backside, running
as fast as I can away from those animals!'

Impressionist Alistair - best known for
his uncanny take on David Beckham in The
Big Impression - is forced to face his fears as
he takes on a personal mission in BBC1'S
Alistair McGowan Goes Wild with Rhinos.

'It was the first time I'd been anywhere like that,'
says Alistair. 'I'd never been on a long-haul flight,
never worked on a documentary and never stayed in
a tent The crew knew I was timid, so they didn't tell
me what I was doing each day until the moming,
so I couldn't get out of it!'

Alistair helps relocate two wild white rhinos -
Chula and Imado - from their protected sanctuary to
the wilds of Kenya. His mission involves the
dangerous task of tracking them on foot, stunning
them for capture and drilling a hole into their horns to
fit a radio transmitter for monitoring their progress.

After the poaching frenzy of the Seventies and
Eighties, the white rhino was left dose to extinction
with, at one stage, just 30 left in Africa. Small
breeding herds were set up under the constant watch
of armed guards and the number has now grown to
11,000 in sanctuaries and national parks;

'Everything we do has an effect somewhere else
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terms,' says Alistair.
'People assume that
environmental
issues are down to
governments, but

it's down to people being aware and responsible for
their own environmental footprints. Doing this really
meant something to me. I've always given money
to wildlife causes - it was time' put my mouth where
my money was.'

Alistair's biggest challenge was to playa 'game'
which could help make money from tourists - sit in a
cage next to lions as they tear into their latest catch.

'There are incidents of animals being used as
tourist souvenirs and that's obviously unacceptable.
Now the local people are learning to use the animals
in tourism, which keeps them alive. But it's a shame
the survival of wildlife depends on business.

'There are still some funny moments - mainly
because of my petrified reactions,' says Alistair, who
normally has his audience in tears oflaughter. " kept
being asked to do things in different character voices
but it was hard to concentrate with wild animals
staring at me. I've now realised why David
Attenborough whispers!' KEUY CLARK
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